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LIVSIC-TYPE DETERMINANTAL REPRESENTATIONS AND HYPERBOLICITY
E. SHAMOVICH AND V. VINNIKOV
ABSTRACT. Hyperbolic homogeneous polynomials with real coefficients, i.e., hy-
perbolic real projective hypersurfaces, and their determinantal representations,
play a key role in the emerging field of convex algebraic geometry. In this pa-
per we consider a natural notion of hyperbolicity for a real subvariety X ⊂ Pd of
an arbitrary codimension ℓ with respect to a real ℓ− 1-dimensional linear subspace
V ⊂ Pd and study its basic properties. We also consider a special kind of determi-
nantal representations that we call Livsic-type and a nice subclass of these that we
call very reasonable. Much like in the case of hypersurfaces (ℓ = 1), the existence of
a definite Hermitian very reasonable Livsic-type determinantal representation im-
plies hyperbolicity. We show that every curve admits a very reasonable Livsic-type
determinantal representation. Our basic tools are Cauchy kernels for line bundles
and the notion of the Bezoutian for two meromorphic functions on a compact Rie-
mann surface that we introduce. We then proceed to show that every real curve in
Pd hyperbolic with respect to some real d − 2-dimensional linear subspace admits
a definite Hermitian, or even real symmetric, very reasonable Livsic-type determi-
nantal representation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of hyperbolic polynomials originated with the theory of partial differ-
ential equations. A linear partial differential equation with constant coefficients is
called hyperbolic if there exists a ∈ Pd(R) such that the symbol p, considered as a
homogeneous polynomial, satisfies p(a) 6= 0 and p(a+tx) = 0 only if t ∈ R for every
x ∈ Pd(R). This led Ga¨rding [19, 20] and Lax [30] to consider such polynomials
and the hypersurfaces X(R) =
{
x ∈ Pd(R) : p(x) = 0} they define. In particular,
Ga¨rding proved in [20] that if p is hyperbolic with respect to a as above then the
connected component C of a in Pd(R) \ X(R) is convex and p is hyperbolic with
respect to any a′ in C (in the case when X is irreducible or X(R) is smooth, C
simply consists of all a′ ∈ Pd(R) such that p is hyperbolic with respect to a′). More
precisely, the cone over the set C in Rd+1 has two connected components, each
one a convex cone. During the last two decades these hyperbolicity cones came
to play an important role in optimization and related fields [8, 24, 37]. Among
other applications, hyperbolic polynomials played a key role in the recent proof
by Marcus, Spielman and Srivastava of the Kadison–Singer conjecture in operator
algebras [33].
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A simple way to manufacture hyperbolic polynomials is to consider Hermitian
matrices A0, . . . Ad such that A0 > 0, and set p(x0, . . . , xd) = det
(∑d
j=0 xjAj
)
.
Then since A0 > 0, we see easily (using the fact the eigenvalues of a Hermitian
matrix are real) that p is hyperbolic with respect to (1 : 0 : . . . : 0). Furthermore, the
connected component of (1, 0, . . . , 0) in {x ∈ Rd+1 : p(x) 6= 0} is given by the linear
matrix inequality
∑d
j=0 xjAj > 0, i.e., the hyperbolicity cone is a spectrahedral
cone [36] which is the feasible set of a semidefinite program, see [34, 35, 41] as
well as the recent survey volume [10]. In this case we say that p admits a definite
Hermitian determinantal representation.
Using the correspondence between determinantal representations and kernel
line bundles [42] that goes in its essence back to Dixon [15], and a detailed analy-
sis of the real structure of the corresponding Jacobian variety, it was shown by the
second author in [43] that for a smooth real hyperbolic curve in P2, definite de-
terminantal representations are parametrized by points on a certain distinguished
real torus in the Jacobian. In particular, every smooth real hyperbolic curve in
P2 admits a definite determinantal representation, a fact established previously
by Dubrovin [16]. A technique using the Cauchy kernels for vector bundles was
developed in [7] (following [6]) to provide a construction of determinantal repre-
sentations for any plane algebraic curve. This technique was later used by Helton
and the second author in [26] to prove that every real hyperbolic plane curve ad-
mits a definite Hermitian and even a real symmetric determinantal representation,
settling a conjecture of Lax [30]. (The result in [26] is in the nonhomogeneous set-
ting of real zero polynomials — the explicit translation to the homogeneous setting
of hyperbolic polynomials and the connection to the Lax conjecture were worked
out in [31].)
If we consider hypersurfaces in Pd for d > 2, we immediately see by a count of
parameters argument [14] or by a Bertini theorem argument as in [9] that a generic
hypersurface does not admit a determinantal representation (except for quadrics
and cubics in P3). Determinantal representations of possibly singular and multiple
hypersurfaces in Pd were considered in details by Kerner and the second author
in [27] to which we also refer for further references. It was proved by Branden
in [11] that even if we allow multiplicity structure not every real hyperbolic hy-
persurface will admit a definite determinantal representation. We refer to [44] for
an up-to-date survey on definite determinantal representations of real hyperbolic
hypersurfaces and linear matrix inequality representations of the corresponding
hyperbolicity cones; see also [29] for a recent progress.
In this paper we proceed in a different direction: we consider determinantal
representations and hyperbolicity for subvarieties X ⊂ Pd (d ≥ 2) of an arbitrary
codimension ℓ ≥ 1, both in general and in the case of curves.
In Section 2 we define a special kind of determinantal representations that we
call Livsic-type determinantal representations that generalize both linear determi-
nantal representations of hypersurfaces and the determinantal representations of
curves considered in [32] in the context of multivariable operator theory and multi-
dimensional systems (vessels). We then show that a specific subclass of Livsic-type
determinantal representations, that we call very reasonable, has especially nice
properties. In particular, if X admits a very reasonable Livsic-type determinantal
representation, then the associated hypersurface Y in the Grassmanian G(ℓ − 1, d)
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of ℓ − 1-dimensional linear subspaces of Pd (that consists of linear subspaces that
intersect X) admits a linear determinantal representation.
In Section 3 we define the notion of hyperbolicity for subvarieties of Pd of an
arbitrary codimension: we call a real subvariety X hyperbolic with respect to a real
linear subspace V ⊂ Pd of dimension ℓ − 1 if X ∩ V = ∅ and for every real linear
subspace U ⊂ Pd of dimension ℓ containing V , X ∩ U consists of only real points.
Equivalently, every real 1-dimensional Schubert cycle through V in the Grassma-
nian intersects the associated hypersurface Y in real points only. We show that the
connected component C(V ) of V in G(ℓ − 1, d)(R) \ Y (R) has a natural convex-
ity property that we call slice-convexity, and that X is hyperbolic with respect to
any V ′ ∈ C(V ). It is an open question whether C(V ) (more precisely any of the
two connected components of the cone over it in the Plu¨cker embedding) has a
different property of being extendably convex in the sense of Buseman [12] (an
intersection of a convex set in the ambient space with the image of the Grassma-
nian), or whether, in the case whenX is irreducible or whenX(R) is smooth, C(V )
coincides with the set of all ℓ− 1-dimensional real linear subspaces V ′ so that X is
hyperbolic with respect to V ′.
We also demonstrate that if X admits a very reasonable Livsic-type determinan-
tal representations that is definite Hermitian, then X is hyperbolic.
Sections 4–7 are dedicated to Livsic-type determinantal representations and hy-
perbolicity for curves in Pd. While our methods are a generalization of the methods
used in [7] and [26], it is both more natural and more convenient to set them in
the framework of Bezoutians on a compact Riemann surface.
In Section 4 we introduce the notion of a Bezoutian of two meromorphic func-
tions with simple poles on a compact Riemann surface; this notion originated in the
study of Hankel-type realizations for meromorphic bundle maps on a compact Rie-
mann surface as transfer functions of overdetermined 2D systems (vessels) [5], and
seems to be appropriate for studying localization of zeroes just as in the classical
(genus zero) case. Similar notions of resultants of meromorphic functions on a Rie-
mann surface were considered by Gustafsson and Tkachev in [?] and [?]. We limit
ourselves to proving several basic properties of the Bezoutian that are essential for
our purposes here, and postpone a more general development of the theory and ap-
plications (as well as clarifying the relation to the work of Shapiro and the second
author [38–40]) to a future publication. In Section 5 we consider Bezoutians on
compact real Riemann surfaces (a Riemann surface equipped with an antiholomor-
phic involution τ or equivalently the desingularization of a real algebraic curve)
and in particular on those of dividing type. We show how the Bezoutian relates
to dividing functions, i.e., real meromorphic functions that map a half of the com-
pact real Riemann surfaces of dividing type onto the upper half plane and that are
closely related to the hyperbolicity of the Riemann surface birationally embedded
as an algebraic curve in a projective space.
In Section 6 we use the Bezoutians to show that every curve X ⊂ Pd admits
a very reasonable Livsic-type determinantal representations, generalizing the con-
struction of [7] in the case d = 2 and (essentially) the construction of Kravitsky [28]
(see also [32]) in the case of rational curves (genus zero). Finally, in Section 7 we
extend the results of [26] in the case d = 2: we show that every curve X in Pd
hyperbolic with respect to some d − 2-dimensional real linear subspace V ⊂ Pd
admits a definite Hermitian and even real symmetric very reasonable Livsic-type
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determinantal representation. Furthermore, when X is irreducible, the set of all
V ′ ∈ G(ℓ− 1, d)(R) such that X is hyperbolic with respect to V ′ is given by a linear
matrix inequality (in the coordinates of the Plu¨cker embedding).
Our terminology is quite standard. All our varieties are over the field C of com-
plex numbers, are reduced unless explicitly stated otherwise, and we identify the
variety with the set of its (closed) points over C. We say that X ⊂ Pd is a real sub-
variety if X is defined over the reals (i.e., by homogeneous polynomial equations
with real coefficients); we then denote by X(R) the set of points of X that are ra-
tional over R (i.e., have real coordinates). When we consider the dimension or the
codimension of X we assume that X has pure dimension (i.e., all the irreducible
components of X have the same dimension) unless the converse is explicitly speci-
fied. We denote by G(m, d) the Grassmanian of m-dimensional linear subspaces in
the d-dimensional projective space Pd.
We will assume that Cd+1 is equipped with the standard scalar product. For V a
subspace in Cd1 we will write V ⊥ for the orthogonal complement of V ; note that if
a subspace is real then so is its orthogonal complement. For most of our purposes
V ⊥ could have been replaced by any complementary subspace, but the use of the
orthogonal complement will streamline some proofs and simplify notations. We
will also use the standard scalar product to identify Cd1 with its dual, a fact that we
will use later both implicitly and explicitly.
2. LIVSIC-TYPE DETERMINANTAL REPRESENTATIONS
In his work M. S. Livsic and his collaborators considered plane algebraic curves
obtained from matrices γ01, γ02, γ12 ∈Mn(C) by:
det (µ2γ01 − µ1γ02 + µ0γ12) .
Now consider the tensor in ∧2C3 ⊗Mn(C) given by γ = γ01(e0 ∧ e1) + γ02(e0 ∧
e2) + γ12(e1 ∧ e2), where e0, e1 and e2 form a basis of C3. For every point µ =
µ0e0 + µ1e1 + µ2e2 ∈ C3 one has that:
γ ∧ µ = (µ2γ01 − µ1γ02 + µ0γ12) e0 ∧ e1 ∧ e2.
Fixing an orientation on C3, we can identify γ ∧ µ with a matrix in Mn(C). Note
that the determinant of γ ∧ µ is zero if and only if there exists a vector 0 6= v ∈ Cn,
such that (γ ∧ µ)v = 0. Furthermore it is invariant under the action of C× on C3
and hence we can identify the curve with the following set of points:
D(γ) =
{
µ ∈ P2 | ∃ v ∈ Cn \ 0 , (γ ∧ µ)v = 0.} .
We will say that a projective plane curve, X , admits a Livsic-type determinantal
representation if there exists γ ∈ ∧2C3 ⊗Mn(C), such that X = D(γ). It has been
shown by the second author that every projective plane curve admits a Livsic-type
determinantal representation (cf. [32,42,43]).
Each element γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1⊗Mn(C) can be thought of as a linear map γ : Cn →
∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Cn. Fix e0, . . . , ed, a basis of Cd+1. For I ⊂ {0, . . . , d} we will write
eI = ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eir , where I = {i1, . . . , ir} and i1 < i2 < . . . < ir. Then:
γ =
∑
I⊂{0,...,d},|I|=k+1
γIeI .
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Thus for u ∈ Cn we get γu =∑I⊂{0,...,d},|I|=k+1 γIu⊗eI . Nowwrite µ =∑dj=0 µjej
and for every J ⊂ {0, . . . , d}, |J | = k + 2 set:
(γ ∧ µ)J =
∑
j∈J
(−1)σ(J,j)µjγJ\{j}.
Here (−1)σ(J,j) is the sign of the permutation required to obtain the form described
above, i.e., σ(J, j) = |{j′ ∈ J | j′ > j}|. Conclude that:
(2.1) γ ∧ µ =
∑
J⊂{0,...,d},|J|=k+2
(γ ∧ µ)JeJ .
Next take V ⊂ Pd a plane of dimension d−k−1 spanned by v0, . . . , vd−k−1. Clearly
γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1 ∈ ∧d+1Cd+1 ⊗MN (C). We fix an orientation and identify the
later space with C and thus γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . .∧ vd−k−1 with a matrix. With respect to the
fixed basis we have that:
v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1 =
∑
J⊂{0,...,d},|J|=d−k
p(V )JeJ .
Here p(V )J are the coordinates of the vector v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1 with respect to our
basis. Hence, using our identification, we can write:
(2.2) γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1 =
∑
I⊂{0,...,d},|I|=k+1
(−1)σ(I)p(V )IcγI .
Here Ic = {0, . . . , d} \ I and (−1)σ(I)e0 ∧ . . . ∧ ed = eI ∧ eJ .
Now we can generalize the definition for curves.
Definition 2.1. Given a tensor γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗Mn(C), we define the following
set:
D(γ) =
{
µ ∈ Pd | ∃ v ∈ Cn \ 0 , (γ ∧ µ)v = 0.} .
Here we consider γ ∧ µ as a mapping from Cn to ∧k+2Cd+1 ⊗ Cn. We will say that
γ is non-degenerate if there exist v0, . . . , vd−k−1 ∈ Cd+1 linearly independent, such
that γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1 is invertible, considered as a matrix inMn(C).
Note that non-degeneracy depends only on the d − k − 1-plane in Pd, spanned
by the vectors v0, . . . , vd−k−1. Let V ⊂ Pd be this plane, then we denote γ(V ) =
γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1. Whenever necessary we will identify γ(V ) with a matrix in
Mn(C) via an orientation as in (2.2).
Using (2.1) we have:
D(γ) =
{
µ ∈ Pd | ∩J⊂{0,...,d},|J|=k+2 ker(γ ∧ µ)J 6= {0}
}
.
Remark 2.2. Note thatD(γ) is cut out by the ideal generated by the maximal minors
of γ ∧ µ, considered as a matrix of linear forms in the entries of µ. Alternatively, one
can consider it as generated by polynomials of the following form:
det
 ∑
J⊂{0,...,d},|J|=k+2
mJ(γ ∧ µ)J
 .
Here mJ ∈ Mn(C) are arbitrary matrices (cf. [32, Prop. 8.2.1] for the case when
k = 1, the proof of the general case is identical). However, D(γ) with this closed
subscheme structure will generally be non-reduced and might even have embedded
components. We can thus conclude that D(γ) is closed subset of Pd.
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Lemma 2.3. Fix some tensor γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1⊗Mn(C) and a d− k− 1-plane V ⊂ Pd.
Then the intersection of V and D(γ) is non-empty implies that:
det γ(V ) = 0.
Proof. Every point on V is of the form t0v0+ . . . td−k−1vd−k−1, for some basis of V .
If such a point is on D(γ), there exists some non-zero u ∈ Cn, such that:
d−k−1∑
j=0
tj(γ ∧ vj)u = 0.
Now since some tj 6= 0, taking the exterior product with v0 ∧ . . . ∧ v̂j ∧ . . . ∧ vl we
get that:
(γ ∧ v0 ∧ . . . ∧ vd−k−1)u = 0.

We identify G(d−k−1, d)with its image in P(∧d−kCd+1) via the Plu¨cker embed-
ding. Recall that the Plu¨cker embedding is the map sending a subspace V ⊂ Cd+1
of dimension ℓ to the line ∧ℓV ⊂ ∧ℓCd+1. Thus we get an embedding of the Grass-
mannian into P(∧ℓCd+1). We denote by v0∧ . . .∧vd−k−1 the Plu¨cker coordinates of
a d−k−1-plane V in Pd. In this setting γ(V ) defines a matrix of linear forms on the
Grassmannian. Note that the p(V )J in (2.2) are precisely the Plu¨cker coordinates
with respect to the basis e0, . . . , ed.
Corollary 2.4. For a non-degenerate γ, we have that dimD(γ) ≤ k. Therefore, for a
generic choice of d− k − 1-plane V we have that γ(V ) is invertible.
Proof. Note that det γ(V ) is a section of a line bundle on G(d− k− 1, d). Since γ is
non-degenerate, this section does not vanish identically. Conclude that the zeroes
are a hypersurface. 
Let S = C[x0, . . . , xd]with the natural grading, then γ∧µ, considered as a matrix
of linear forms in the entries of µ, is a map between the graded modules:
γ ∧ µ : S(−1)n → Sn(d+1k+2).
Proposition 2.5. The set D(γ) is the degeneration locus of a vector bundle map on
Pd. This, in particular, is another way to see that D(γ) is closed.
Proof. Just apply module to sheaf correspondence for Proj to the above map, to
get:
γ ∧ µ : O(−1)n → On(d+1k+1).
The points that belong to D(γ) are precisely those points, where the map is not
injective on the stalk. Thus D(γ) is the degeneration locus of this map. 
Note that the definition is independent of the choice of the coordinates since
given any g ∈ GLd+1(C) we have that µ ∈ D(γ) if and only if gµ ∈ gD(γ), since
the map defined by γ changes by a multiplication by an invertible scalar matrix on
the left.
Remark 2.6. Following the Beilinson-Gelfand-Gelfand construction one can identify
∧i−jCd+1 ∼= Hom(Ωi(i),Ωj(j)), for 0 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ 0. We think of Ωi(i) as embedded in
∧iCd+1 ⊗O, where O is the sheaf of regular functions on Pd. Hence in particular γ ∈
∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗Mn(C) defines uniquely a map from Ωd(d)n ∼= O(−1)n to Ωd−k−1(d −
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k − 1)n. This map however is not the same map as defined above unless k = d − 1.
There is however a way to change the signs in γ to obtain one from the other.
In general the set D(γ) will be empty, unless d = k + 1. In order to emphasize a
special case when the upper bound is achieved, we make the following definition:
Definition 2.7. A non-degenerate tensor γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Mn(C) will be called
reasonable if dimD(γ) = k.
Recall that an irreducible subvariety X of dimension k of Pd defines a class
in the k-th Chow group of Pd. It is well known that the k-th Chow group of Pd
is isomorphic to Z and is generated by the class of a k-plane. Therefore [X ] =
n[Lk] and we call n the degree of X . For a pure-dimensional reducible variety, we
represent it as a formal sum of its components, therefore its degree is the sum of
the degrees of its components.
It is useful to keep track of the dimension of the kernel of the map γ ∧ µ, hence
we make the following definition:
Definition 2.8. We define the cycle associated to a non-degenerate γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1⊗
Mn(C) in Z∗(Pd) by:
Z(γ) =
r∑
j=1
nj [Dj].
Here we denote by Dj the irreducible components of D(γ). The numbers nj are
obtained by taking the exact sequence:
0→ O(−1)n → On(d+1k+1) → C → 0
and pulling it back to Dj . Since Dj is in the degeneracy locus, we get the exact
sequence:
0→ K → ODj (−1)n → O
n(d+1k+1)
Dj
→ CDj → 0.
We call K the kernel sheaf associated to the tensor γ. The kernel sheaf is a coherent
sheaf onDj and we take nj to be the dimension of the generic fiber of K. We define
the degree of γ to be:
deg(γ) =
∫
Pd
[Z(γ)][Ld−k].
Here [Ld−k] is the rational equivalence class of the d− k-plane in Pd.
Remark 2.9. LetD(γ) = D1∪. . .∪Dr∪D′, where dimDj = k for each j and they are
irreducible and dimD′ < k. Then a generic d− k-dimensional plane U intersects each
Dj at degDj distinct points and does not intersect D
′. Let Uj ⊂ Dj be the open set
on which the dimension of the fiber of the kernel sheaf is nj . Since Dj \ Uj is a closed
subvariety, its dimension is at most k − 1, hence using the incidence correspondence
described below, it is easy to see that a generic U intersects each Dj at points of Uj.
Hence deg γ is the sum of the dimensions of the fibers of the kernel sheaf at points of
intersection with a generic d−k-plane. Furthermore, note that for any d−k-plane that
intersects each Dj at degDj distinct points, the sum of the dimensions of the kernel
sheaf fibers at those points is always greater or equal to deg γ, since the dimension of
the fibers of a coherent sheaf is upper semi-continuous.
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Definition 2.10. LetX ⊂ Pd be a subvariety of dimension k. We say thatX admits
a Livsic-type determinantal representation if X = D(γ) for some non-degenerate
tensor γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Mn(C), for some integer n. If for some (and hence for
every) basis e0, . . . , ed the matrices γI are symmetric we will say that X admits
a symmetric Livsic type determinantal representation. If for some (and hence for
every) real basis e0, . . . , ed for C
d+1, we have that γ =
∑
I⊂{0,...,d},|I|=k+1 γIeI with
every γI Hermitian or real symmetric, we will say that X admits a Hermitian or
real symmetric Livsic-type determinantal representation, respectively.
Recall from [25] that for every integer ℓ we have the incidence correspondence:
Σ = {(x, V ) | x ∈ V } ⊂ Pd ×G(ℓ, d).
We get a diagram by restricting the projection maps to Σ:
Σ
p1
//
p2

Pd
G(ℓ, d)
.
Both p1 and p2 are proper and smooth, hence in particular for every closed X ⊂ Pd
we have that p2(p
−1
1 (X)) is closed in G(ℓ, d). The fiber of p1 over a point µ ∈ Pd is
isomorphic to G(ℓ − 1, d − 1). The fiber of p2 over V ∈ G(ℓ, d) is isomorphic to V
itself. Recall that the dimension of G(ℓ, d) is gℓ = ℓ(d− ℓ).
Given an irreducible subvariety X ⊂ Pd of dimension k and degree n, we know
that a generic d − k − 1-plane does not intersect X . Let ℓ = d − k − 1 and Y =
p2(p
−1
1 (X))) ⊂ G(d − k − 1, d). Furthermore, since generically a d − k − 1-plane
in Pd that intersects X does so at a single point, we get that p2 is birational on an
open dense subset of p−11 (X). Since the map p1 is smooth it is in particular flat and
of relative dimension gd−k−1 − k − 1. Hence we get a map:
p∗1 : Ak(P
d)→ Agd−k−1−1(Σ).
Since p2 is birational on Y , Y is a hypersurface in G(d − k − 1, d). Furthermore,
since [X ] = n[L], where L is a k-plane in Pd, we get that:
[Y ] = p2∗p∗1([X ]) = np2∗p
∗
1(L) = nσ1.
Here σ1 is the first Chern class of the universal quotient bundle on the Grassman-
nian (one can say that σ1 is dual to the rational equivalence class of the intersec-
tion of the Grassmannian with a hyperplane in the ambient space of the Plu¨cker
embedding). Furthermore, σ1 generates A
1(G(d − k − 1, d)) ∼= Pic(G(d − k −
1, d)) (see [18, Ch.14.6-7]). Since the Grassmannian is non-singular we know that
A1(G(d − k − 1, d)) ∼= Agd−k−1−1(G(d − k − 1, d)). Hence the degree of Y equals
the degree of X . We summarize this discussion in the following well known lemma
(see for example [13] and [21, Prop. 2.2]):
Lemma 2.11. The hypersurface Y ⊂ G(d− k − 1, d) corresponding to an irreducible
subvariety X ⊂ Pd of dimension k under the incidence correspondence is of the same
degree as X .
For u ∈ Cd+1 linearly independent from V we denote γ(V, i, u) = γ ∧ v0 ∧
. . . vi−1 ∧ u ∧ vi+1 . . . ∧ vd−k−1. The following Lemma is a generalization of [6, Eq.
2.24-25].
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Lemma 2.12. Let γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Mn(C) be non-degenerate. Let V ⊂ Pd be a
d − k − 1-plane, such that γ(V ) is invertible. Let u ∈ Cd+1 be linearly independent
from V . Then the intersection points of U , the d− k-plane spanned by V and u, with
D(γ) are in one-to-one correspondence with a subset of the joint eigenvalues of the
matrices γ(V )−1γ(V, u, i), for i = 0, . . . , d − k − 1. Furthermore, the fibers of the
kernel sheaf at these points are contained in the corresponding joint eigenspaces and
thus are linearly independent as subspaces of Cn.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, V does not intersect D(γ). However U intersects D(γ) in a
finite number of points unless dimD(γ) < k. Every point in U ∩D(γ) is of the form
u +
∑d−k−1
j=0 tjvj . According to the definition of D(γ), there is a vector w ∈ Cn,
such that:
γ ∧
u+ d−k−1∑
j=0
tjvj
w = 0.
Taking the exterior product with v0 ∧ . . . v̂i . . .∧ vd−k−1, for some 0 ≤ i ≤ d− k− 1,
we get:
(γ(V, u, i)− tiγ(V ))w = 0.
Hence the stalk of the kernel sheaf at each point in the intersection is a subspace
of the joint eigenspace of γ(V )−1γ(V, u, i). We conclude that for distinct points the
stalks are linearly independent as subspaces of Cn. 
Corollary 2.13. Assume that γ is non-degenerate then deg(γ) ≤ n.
Proof. The degree of γ is independent of irreducible components of D(γ) that are
of dimension less than k. Hence we may assume that D(γ) is of pure-dimension
k. Let V be such that the γ(V ) is invertible. For every generic d− k-plane through
V we have that each irreducible component, Dj , is intersected at deg(Dj) distinct
points. Now the dimension of a generic fiber is nj . Applying Lemma 2.12 we
get that the sum of the spaces is direct. Therefore the dimension of the space is∑
j nj deg(Dj) = deg(γ). Since this is a subspace of C
n we get that deg(γ) ≤ n. 
Remark 2.14. Note that if γ is not reasonable, then deg(γ) = 0.
Definition 2.15. Given a tensor γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Mn(C), we say that γ is very
reasonable if deg(γ) = n.
Proposition 2.16. If a tensor γ is very reasonable, then D(γ) is of pure dimension k.
Proof. By definition deg(γ) =
∫
X
[Z(γ)][Ld−k] = n. Now if D(γ) = D1 ∪ . . . ∪Dr is
the decomposition into irreducible components then Z(γ) =
∑r
j=1 njDj . It suffices
to show that if D(γ) has an irreducible component Dj0 of dimension less than k,
then deg(γ) < n. Fix a point µ0 ∈ Dj0 that is not on any other component of D(γ).
Every d−k-plane through µ0 will be spanned by µ0 and some d−k−1-dimensional
plane V . Since generically γ(V ) is invertible, we know that for a generic d−k-plane
through µ0 the kernel spaces on the components of dimension k can not span all
of Cn. Since the sum of their dimensions is greater or equal to deg γ, we conclude
that deg γ < n. 
Recall that γ(V ) is a matrix of linear forms on the Grassmannian G(d − k −
1, d). One can consider γ(V ) as a map of vector bundles OG(d−k−1,d)(−1)n →
On
G(d−k−1,d). Let W ∈ Z∗(G(d − k − 1, d)) be the cycle of zeroes of the section
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det γ(V ) of OG(d−k−1,d)(n), i.e.,W =
∑r
j=1 njWj , where eachWj is a hypersurface
and the nj are the order of zero of det γ(V ) onWj . Let us denote by |W | the support
ofW , namely W = ∪rj=1Wj .
Using (2.2) we can write det(γ(V )) is a degree n homogeneous polynomial in
the coordinate ring of the Grassmannian in Plu¨cker embedding. We can factor this
polynomial into irreducible polynomials and eachWj corresponds to an irreducible
polynomial and nj to the multiplicity it appears with in det(γ(V )).
Let us recall the definition of a 1-dimensional Schubert cycle on the Grassman-
nian. Fix some complete flag 0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ . . . Ud+1 = Cd+1. The Schubert cycle
L is given by:
(2.3) L = {V ∈ G(ℓ, d) | Ul ⊂ V ⊂ Ul+2} .
The next Lemma is the equivalent of Lemma 2.12 for degeneracy loci on the Grass-
mannian.
Lemma 2.17. Let W and |W | be the degeneracy locus of O(−1)n T // On and its
support. Denote by L ⊂ G(ℓ, d) a 1-dimensional Schubert cycle associated to some flag.
Then the kernel spaces of T at each of the points in L ∩ |W | are linearly independent
and generically the intersection of L and W has n points counting multiplicities.
Proof. The class of the 1-dimensional Schubert cycle [L] generates Agℓ−1, hence∫
G(ℓ,d)[W ][L] = n, so generically it has n points counting multiplicities. Now one
let v1, . . . , vℓ+2 be the basis of Uℓ+2 such that the first ℓ vectors are a basis for Uℓ,
then if Uℓ ⊂ V ⊂ Uℓ+2 then the Plu¨cker coordinates of V in G(ℓ, d) are v1 ∧ . . . ∧
vℓ ∧ (tvℓ+1 + svℓ+2), where [t : s] ∈ P1. We may assume that T (v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vℓ+1) is
invertible. Hence passing to the open subset where s = 1, we see that:
det(T (V )) = 0 ⇐⇒ det(tI + T (v1 ∧ . . . ∧ v−1ℓ+1)T (v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vℓ ∧ vℓ+2)) = 0.
The multiplicity of the intersection is the order of zero of the determinant on L.
The kernels are clearly eigenspaces of a matrix associated to distinct eigenvalues
and hence have zero intersections. 
Now we can give a description of very reasonable tensors both geometrically and
algebraically:
Theorem2.18. Let γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1⊗Mn(C) be non-degenerate. Let Y = p2(p−11 (D(γ)),
α = p2∗(p∗1(Z(γ)) ∈ Z∗(G(d−k−1, d)) andW and |W | the degeneracy locus of γ(V )
and its support. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) The tensor γ is very reasonable;
(b) The variety Y is a hypersurface and furthermore α =W and Y = |W |;
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) By [25, Ex. 11.18] if X ⊂ Pd is irreducible, so is p2(p−11 (X)).
So if D(γ) = D1 ∪ . . . ∪Dr is the decomposition into irreducible components and
Yj = p2(p
−1
1 (Dj)), then Y = Y1∪ . . .∪Yr is the decomposition of Y into irreducible
components. By Lemma 2.3 Y ⊂ |W | and by Proposition 2.16 they are of the same
dimension. Hence we can conclude that the irreducible components of Y are a
subset of the irreducible components of |W |. Now W is the degeneracy locus of a
map of vector bundles. Take a line as in Lemma 2.17; its intersection with W will
yield a set of linearly independent subspaces of Cn. Note that for a point µ ∈ D(γ),
if (γ ∧ µ)u = 0, then γ(V )u = 0 for every d − k − 1-plane V through µ. Hence
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dimker γ(V ) ≥ nj , for every V ∈ Yj . However,
∑
j nj deg Yj = n and thus |W | no
other components and furthermoreW =
∑r
j=1 njYj .
(b)⇒ (a) This is immediate since the degree ofW is n and deg γ = degα. 
The following corollary is immediate from the proof.
Corollary 2.19. Assume γ is very reasonable. Let K be the kernel sheaf of γ on
D(γ) and let K′ be the kernel sheaf on |W |. Then the fibers of p2∗p∗1K and K′ agree
generically.
Corollary 2.20. Assume that γ is very reasonable. Let V a d−k−1 plane that does not
intersectD(γ) and let U be a d− k-plane through V that intersectsD(γ) transversely.
Then for every u ∈ U linearly independent from V the matricesAj = γ(V )−1γ(V, u, j)
for j = 0, . . . , d− k − 1, commute and are semi-simple.
Proof. By Theorem 2.18 we have that γ(V ) is invertible. Furthermore, by Lemma
2.12 we know that for each µ ∈ U ∩ D(γ), the fiber of the kernel sheaf Eµ is a
subset of a joint eigenspace of the Aj . Again by Theorem 2.18 we know that the
Eµ span C. We conclude that the Aj commute and are semi-simple. 
To get a sufficient condition we will consider a non-degenerate tensor γ and a
d− k − 1-plane V , such that γ(V ) is invertible. Let us assume that V is spanned by
ek+1, . . . , ed and complete it to a basis of C
d+1. Recall that a point µ =
∑d
j=0 zjej ∈
D(γ) if there exists a non-zero vector w ∈ Cn, such that for every J ⊂ {0, . . . , d} of
cardinality k + 2 we have: ∑
j∈J
(−1)σ(J,j)zjγJ\{j}w = 0.
Note that γ(V ) is precisely γI0 , where I0 = {0, . . . , k}. Hence we get the following
equation for every ℓ = k + 1, . . . , d:
zℓw =
k∑
j=0
(−1)σjzjγ−1I0 γI0\{j}∪{ℓ}w.
In fact if γ is very reasonable this is another way to obtain the result of Corollary
2.20. Now let I ⊂ {0, . . . , d} of cardinality k + 1, such that |I ∩ I0| ≤ k − 1 and let
p ∈ I0 \ (I ∩ I0). Then we can take J = I ∪ {p} and get the equation:
∑
j∈J∩I0
(−1)σ(J,j)zjγJ\{j}w+
∑
j∈J\(J∩I0)
k∑
ℓ=0
(−1)σ(J,j)+σℓzℓγJ\{j}γ−1I0 γI0\{ℓ}∪{j}w = 0.
The coefficient of zp is:γI + ∑
j∈J\(J∩I0)
(−1)σ(J,j)+σℓ+σ(J,p)γJ\{j}γ−1I0 γI0\{p}∪{j}
w.
Note that for every j in the sum above we have that |(J \ {j}) ∩ I0| = |I ∩ I0| +
1. So we can express them as well using the same formula. Furthermore, if γ
is very reasonable, then the variables z0, . . . , zk are free and for every choice of
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those variables we have a basis for Cn formed by the joint eigenvectors of the
corresponding pencils. Hence, if we take zp non-zero and others 0, we’ll get that:
γI =
∑
j∈J\(J∩I0)
(−1)σ(J,j)+σℓ+σ(J,p)γJ\{j}γ−1I0 γI0\{p}∪{j}.
It is not difficult to check using induction and the commutation conditions de-
scribed in Corollary 2.20 that in fact this formula is independent of the choice of
p. On the other hand it is immediate that if the commutation conditions hold, the
matrices described in Corollary 2.20 are semi-simple and the above equations are
satisfied, then γ is very reasonable.
3. HYPERBOLICITY AND THE GRASSMANNIAN
Recall that in the classical case a real hypersurface X ⊂ Pd is called hyperbolic
with respect to a real point a ∈ Pd if for every real line L that passes through a, we
have that X ∩ L ⊂ X(R).
We will generalize this definition to the case when codimX > 1 as follows:
Definition 3.1. Let X ⊂ Pd be a real subvariety of codimension ℓ. We’ll say that
X is hyperbolic with respect to a real linear ℓ− 1-dimensional subspace V ⊂ Pd, if
V ∩X = ∅ and for every ℓ-dimensional subspace, U , that contains V we have that
X ∩ U ⊂ X(R).
Proposition 3.2. Assume X ⊂ Pd is a real subvariety of dimension k and V a real
d − k − 1-plane, that does not intersect X . Then X is hyperbolic with respect to V if
and only if the projection f from V onto V ⊥ ∼= Pk restricted to X has the following
property:
(⋆) f(x) ∈ Pk(R) if and only if x ∈ X(R).
Proof. Let V ⊥ be the real k-plane associated to the orthogonal complement of V .
It is immediate that every d − k-plane through V intersects V ⊥ at a single point.
Furthermore, if the d − k-plane is real then so is its point of intersection with V ⊥.
Consider now the projection of X onto V ⊥ from V , namely for each point x ∈ X ,
we consider the d − k-plane Ux spanned by x and V and map x to the point of
intersection of Ux and V
⊥. Clearly, if x ∈ X(R), then f(x) ∈ Pk(R), since Ux is real
in that case. Next note that for every point y ∈ V ⊥ the fiber over y is precisely the
points of intersection of the d− k-plane Uy spanned by V and y with X , hence the
map f has property (⋆) if and only if X is hyperbolic with respect to V . 
Another way to connect the notion of hyperbolicity introduced here and the
classical one is similar to the above construction.
Proposition 3.3. Assume X ⊂ Pd is a real subvariety of dimension k, and V a real
d − k − 1-plane, that does not intersect X . Take V0 ⊂ V of codimension m in V and
project Pd onto V ⊥0 ∼= Pk+m as above. Denote the projection by πV0 . note that πV0(V )
is an m − 1-plane and πV0(X) is subvariety of codimension m. Then X is hyperbolic
with respect to V if and only if πV0(X) is hyperbolic with respect to πV0(V ) for every
V0 ⊂ V of codimensionm.
Proof. The proof is the same as above. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X,V ⊂ Pd be as in Proposition 3.3 and let V0 be of codimension 1
in V . Denote by π the projection onto V ⊥0 , then π(X) is a real hypersurface hyperbolic
with respect to the point π(V ).
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Let us from now on write X for a real subvariety of Pd of pure dimension k. Set
ℓ = d− k and let Y be as in the previous section the real hypersurface in G(ℓ− 1, d)
that corresponds to X via the incidence correspondence.
The following proposition is immediate from the definitions:
Proposition 3.5. The subvariety X is hyperbolic with respect to V if and only if
for every 1-dimensional real Schubert cycle (as defined in (2.3)), L, through V in
G(ℓ− 1, d) we have that Y ∩ L ⊂ Y (R). In this case we will say that Y is hyperbolic
with respect to V .
Proof. To see this note that every real 1-dimensional Schubert cycle through V is
defined by a real subspace V0 ⊂ V of codimension 1 and a real d − k-plane U
containing V . The points of intersection of L with Y are precisely the d − k − 1-
planes V ′ such that V0 ⊂ V ′ ⊂ U and V ′ ∩X 6= ∅. Since V0 does not intersect X ,
then V ′ is spanned by the intersection of U with X and V0. Hence the intersections
are all real if and only if all of the V ′ are. 
Consider G(ℓ− 1, d) ⊂ PN with Plu¨cker embedding. Denote by G† ⊂ RN+1, one
of the connected components of the cone over G(ℓ− 1, d)(R). For every ℓ− 2-plane
V0 ⊂ Pd we can define a subset of G(ℓ− 1, d):
PV0 = {V ′ ∈ G(ℓ− 1, d)(R) | V0 ⊂ V ′} .
Note that PV0
∼= Pd−ℓ−2(R) and each point V ′ ∈ PV0 can be identified uniquely
with a point on the projection from V0 onto V
⊥
0 .
In fact PV0 is a Schubert cycle of the form Ω(U0, . . . , Ud−k−1), where we fix a
basis v0, . . . , vd−k−2 for V0 and set Uj = Span{v0, . . . , vj}, for j = 0, . . . , d − k − 2
and Ud−k−1 = Pd. This means that its cycle class is (0, 1, . . . , d − k − 2, d) and the
dual cohomology class is (k + 1, . . . , k + 1, 0).
Definition 3.6. Let E ⊂ G(ℓ − 1, d)(R). If for a point V ∈ E and every V0 ⊂ V of
codimension 1, we have that the piece of the cone over E ∩ PV0 in G† is convex,
then we will say that E is slice-convex with respect to V . If E is slice-convex with
respect to every V ∈ E, then we will simply say that E is slice convex.
Remark 3.7. Consider E ∩ PV0 as a subset of Pd−ℓ−2 and look at the cone over it in
Rd−ℓ−1. This cone is a union of a pointed convex cone and its negative if and only if
the condition of Definition 3.6 holds.
Let X ⊂ Pd be a subvariety of codimension ℓ and let Y ⊂ G(ℓ − 1, d) be its
associated hypersurface. Fix an ℓ − 2-plane V0 ⊂ Pd that does not intersect X and
denote by πV0 the projection from V0 onto V
⊥. Note that every point V ∈ PV0 ∩ Y
is an ℓ − 1-plane that intersects X and is spanned by V0 and one of the points in
the intersection. On the other hand πV0(V ) is the point on V
⊥ corresponding to
V ∩ V ⊥0 . Since V intersects X we have that πV0 (V ) ∈ πV0(X). The converse is also
true by the definition of the projection. Thus we can identify PV0 ∩ Y with πV0(X).
Note that this discussion ties together Propositions 3.2 and 3.5.
Lemma 3.8. Let X ⊂ Pd be a real variety of dimension k hyperbolic with respect to
some real d− k − 1-plane V . Let Y ⊂ G(d− k − 1, d) be the associated hypersurface
and let C(V ) be the connected component of V in G(ℓ − 1, d) \ Y . Then C(V ) is
slice-convex with respect to V and furthermore every X is hyperbolic with respect to
every V ′ ∈ C(V ) ∩ PV0 for every V0 ⊂ V of codimension 1.
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Proof. Let V0 ⊂ V be a real subspace of codimension 1 in V . Projection π0 from V0
will map X to a hypersurface hyperbolic with respect to the π0(V ). For every other
real d − k − 1-plane V ′, such that V ∩ V ′ = V0, X is hyperbolic with respect to V ′
if and only if π0(X) is hyperbolic with respect to π0(V
′). By [20] we know that the
cone over the hyperbolicity set of π0(X) consists of two convex cones. 
For the proof of the following theorem we will fix a metric d on G(ℓ − 1, d)(R)
that induces the classical topology on it. There are several ways to do that, for ex-
ample we can embed G(ℓ− 1, d)(R) in Md+1(R), by sending a space to the orthog-
onal projection onto it with respect to the standard scalar product on Rd+1. Then
the distance between two spaces is the norm of the difference of the associated
projections. The important feature of the classical topology on the Grassmannian
and hence of the metric is that an open neighborhood of V , that is spanned by
v0, . . . , vℓ−1, consists of spaces V ′, spanned by v′0, . . . , v
′
ℓ−1, such that each v
′
j is in
a neighborhood of the respective vj . We will formulate this more precisely in the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Let V, V ′ ∈ G(ℓ − 1, d)(R) if D(V, V ′) < ǫ, then we can choose or-
thonormal bases v0, . . . , vℓ−1 and v′0, . . . , v
′
ℓ−1 for V and V
′, respectively, such that
‖vj − v′j‖ <
√
2ǫ, for every j = 0, . . . , ℓ − 1. Conversely take V, V ′ ∈ G(ℓ − 1, d)(R),
such that V ∩ V ′ has an orthonormal basis v0, . . . , vr (r = −1 if the intersection is
trivial) and complete it to orthonormal bases v0, . . . , vℓ−1 and v0, . . . , vr, v′r, . . . , v
′
ℓ−1
for V and V ′, respectively, then if ‖vj − v′j‖ < δ for j = r, . . . , ℓ− 1, then d(V, V ′) <
2(ℓ− r − 1)δ.
Proof. For the first part fix orthonormal bases v0, . . . , vℓ−1 and v′0, . . . , v
′
ℓ−1 for V
and V ′, respectively. Note that every v′ ∈ V ′ we can write uniquely as v′ = v + u,
where V ∈ V and u ∈ V ⊥. Take a unit vector v′ ∈ V ′, then by assumption
‖u‖ = ‖Pv′ − P ′v′‖ < ǫ, where P and P ′ are orthogonal projections onto V and
V ′,respectively. Now write v′0 =
∑
j αjvj + u and let us assume that α0 > 0 (other-
wise replace v0 with −v0). Then:
〈v′0 − v0, v′0 − v0〉 = 2(1− α0).
On the other hand ‖u‖ < ǫ. Now using the fact that v0 is normal we get:
1 = ‖v0‖2 =
∑
j
α2j + ‖u‖2 < α20 + ǫ2.
Hence we get that 1 − α20 < ǫ2. Next note that 1 − α20 ≥ 1 − α0, since 0 ≤ α0 ≤ 1.
Thus 1− α0 < ǫ2 and ‖v′0 − v0‖ <
√
2ǫ. Similarly for every other index.
For the second part take any unit vector u and write Pu =
∑ℓ−1
j=0〈u, vj〉vj and
similarly P ′u =
∑r
j=0〈u, vj〉vj +
∑ℓ−1
j=r+1〈u, v′j〉v′j . Write αj = 〈u, vj〉 and α′ =
〈u, v′j〉. Then we have:
‖Pu− P ′u‖ ≤
ℓ−1∑
j=r+1
‖αjvj − α′jv′j‖.
Next note that using Cauchy-Schwartz and the fact that u is a unit vector we get
that |αj − α′j | < δ. Therefore:
‖αjvj − α′jv′j‖ = ‖(α− α′)vj + α′(vj − v′j)‖ < δ + |α′|δ < 2δ.
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Hence ‖P − P ′‖ < 2(ℓ− r − 1)δ. 
For simplicity, if X is hyperbolic with respect to V , we will say that V witnesses
the hyperbolicity of X or shortly that V is a witness.
Theorem 3.10. Assume that X is hyperbolic with respect to V , then X is hyperbolic
with respect to every V ′ ∈ C(V ).
Proof. We will prove the claim in two steps, first we’ll show that the set of all
witnesses is open. Then we will use a metric argument to show that in fact every
V ′ ∈ C(V ) is a witness.
For the first argument take a ball with radius ǫ > 0 around V that is contained
in C(V ) and take a point V ′ ∈ C(V ) such that d(V, V ′) < ǫ/2√2ℓ. Fix orthonormal
bases v0, . . . , vℓ−1 and v′0, . . . , v
′
ℓ−1 for V and V
′, respectively. By Lemma 3.9 we
know that ‖vj − vj‖ < ǫ/2ℓ, for j = 0, . . . , ℓ − 1. Now set V0 the space spanned by
v1, . . . , vℓ−1 andW0 the space spanned by V0 and v′0. Applying Lemma 3.9 again we
get that d(V,W0) < ǫ/ℓ and clearly W0 ∈ PV0 ∩ C(V ), hence in particular W0 is a
witness. Now we proceed inductively each time replacing a single basis vector and
the distance between each two consecutive points will be less than ǫ/ℓ. Therefore
by the triangle inequality they are all contained in the ball with radius ǫ around V .
This shows that the set of witnesses contains the ball with radius ǫ/2
√
2ℓ around V
and thus it is open.
Take now any V ′ ∈ C(V ) and since the Grassmannian is path connected , we
can connect it with a simple path p : [0, 1] → G(ℓ − 1, d)(R) to V , p(0) = V , that
is contained in C(V ). Let ǫ > 0 be the distance from the path to the associated
hypersurface, that is defined since both are compact. Since the path p is continuous
from a compact set it is uniformly continuous hence there exists δ > 0, such that if
|t−s| < δ then d(p(t), p(s)) < ǫ/2√2ℓ. By the first part p([0, δ) consists of witnesses
now just cover [0, 1] by segments of length δ and apply the first part repeatedly to
see that p(1) = V ′ is a witness. 
Corollary 3.11. The set C(V ) is slice convex.
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.8 to each and every V ∈ C(V ). 
There is a connection between hyperbolicity and determinantal representations
encoded in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.12. Assume X admits a very reasonable Hermitian Livsic-type deter-
minantal representation, γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1 ⊗ Mn(C). Assume, furthermore, that for
some real V , we have that γ(V ) is positive definite, then X is hyperbolic with respect
to V .
Proof. Let U be a real ℓ-plane containing V . Fix a basis v0, . . . , vℓ for V and add a
vector u to complete it to a basis of U . Since γ(V ) is positive definite, it is invertible
and therefore by Lemma 2.3 we know that V ∩X = ∅. Let u+∑ℓ−1j=0 tjvj be a point
of intersection of U and X . By definition we have a w ∈ Cn, such that:γ ∧
u+ ℓ−1∑
j=0
tjvj
w = 0.
Recall that by Lemma 2.12 we have that the tj are eigenvalues of γ(V )
−1γ(V, u, i).
Note that γ(V, u, i) is Hermitian, since the representation is Hermitian and thus
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γ(V, u, i) is a linear combination with real coefficients of Hermitian matrices. Since
γ(V ) is positive definite, conclude that γ(V )−1γ(V, u, i) is also Hermitian and thus
all its eigenvalues are real. 
Hyperbolicity of hypersurfaces has been studied extensively since the notion was
introduced. A few analogous questions arise in our setting.
Consider the Grassmannian embedded in PN via the Plu¨cker embedding. This
embedding is projectively normal and since Pic(G(ℓ − 1, d)) ∼= Z we obtain that
every hypersurface in the Grassmannian is obtained via an intersection with a hy-
persurface in PN . In a series of works H. Buseman discussed various notions of
convexity of a subset of the cone over Grassmannian (in the Plu¨cker embedding),
e.g. [12]. In particular he calls extendably convex those sets in the cone that are
intersections with convex sets in the ambient space.
Question 3.13. Let X be an irreducible real variety in Pd with codimX = ℓ >
1 and let Y ⊂ G(ℓ − 1, d) be the hypersurface associated to X via the incidence
correspondence. Is it true that the cone over C(V ) intersection G† is an extendably
convex set in RN+1? Furthermore is it true that C(V ) coincides with the set of all
witnesses to the hyperbolicity of X?
In Section 7 we will show that in the case of curves the cone over the set of
all witnesses intersection G† is extendably convex. However, we do not know yet
whether this set coincides with C(V ) even in that case.
Question 3.14 (Generalized Lax Conjecture, cf. [44]). Assume we have a real vari-
ety X ⊂ Pd of dimension k hyperbolic with respect to a real d − k − 1-plane V , does
there exist a real hyperbolicX ′ ⊂ Pd, such thatX∪X ′ admits a Livsic-type Hermitian
determinantal representation γ ∈ ∧k+1Cd+1⊗Mn(C), such that degX ∪X ′ = n and
γ(U) is definite for a real d− k − 1-plane U if and only if U ∈ C(V )?
In Section 7 we will obtain such a (multi)linear matrix inequality representation
in the case where X is an irreducible curve, without any auxiliary variety X ′, for
the set of all witnesses instead of C(V ).
4. BEZOUTIANS OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS ON A RIEMANN SURFACE
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. Fix a canonical basis for the
homology of X , A1, . . . , Ag, B1, . . . , Bg and fix a normalized basis for holomor-
phic differentials, ω1, . . . , ωg. Normalization means that
∫
Aj
ωi = δij . Set Ω, the
B-period matrix, given by columns of the form
(∫
Bj
ω1 · · ·
∫
Bj
ωg
)T
. Then
J(X) = Cg/ (Zg +ΩZg) is the Jacobian variety of X . Fix a point p0 ∈ X and set
ϕ : X → J(X) the Abel-Jacobi map, given by:
ϕ(p) =
(∫ p
p0
ω1, · · · ,
∫ p
p0
ωg
)
.
Extend ϕ linearly to all divisors on X . Thus by writing ϕ(L) for a line bundle L on
X , we mean the image of the corresponding divisor.
Fix a line bundle of half-order differentials ∆ on X , such that ϕ(∆) = −κ, the
Riemann constant. Additionally fix a flat line bundle χ onX , such that h0(χ⊗∆) =
0. Since χ is flat, the sections of χ lift to functions on X˜, the universal cover of X ,
that satisfy for every T ∈ π1(X) and every p˜ ∈ X˜:
f(T p˜) = aχ(T )f(p˜).
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Here aχ is the constant factor of automorphy associated to χ. In fact a choice of a
trivialization of χ in a neighborhood of a point p is equivalent to a choice of a lift
p˜ ∈ X˜ . We can also lift ϕ to a map from X˜ to Cg. Since every p˜ is represented by a
point p ∈ X and a path c connecting p0 to p, then:
ϕ(p˜) =
(∫
c ω˜1, · · · ,
∫
c ω˜g
)
.
The differential ω˜j is the pullback of ωj to X˜ via the coveting map.
Let us write θ(z) for the theta function associated to the lattice Zg +ΩZg, where
Ω is the period matrix of X , namely:
θ(z) =
∑
m∈Zg
e2πi〈Ωm,m〉+2πi〈z,m〉.
We will also need the theta function with characteristic, so for a, b ∈ Rg we define:
θ
[
a
b
]
(z) =
∑
m∈Zg
eπi〈Ω(m+a),m+a〉e2πi〈z+b,m+a〉.
Recall from [7] that there exists a Cauchy kernel K(χ, p, q) a meromorphic map
of line bundles on X ×X with only a simple pole along the diagonal with residue
1, given by:
(4.1) K(χ, p, q) =
θ
[
a
b
]
(ϕ(q)− ϕ(p))
θ
[
a
b
]
(0)E∆(q, p)
.
Where ϕ(χ) = b + Ωa and E∆(·, ·) is the prime form X × X , with respect to ∆.
Pulling back K(χ, ·, ·) to X˜ , we get a section of the pullback of ∆ satisfying:
K(χ, T p˜, Rq˜)√
dt(T p˜)
√
ds(Rq˜)
= aχ(T )
K(χ, p˜, q˜)√
dt(p˜)
√
ds(q˜)
aχ(R)
−1.
See [3] for details. Here t and s are local coordinates on X centered at p and q,
respectively, and T,R ∈ π1(X). The pullback is holomorphic at (p˜, q˜), as long as
p 6= q.
Let f and g be two meromorphic functions with simple poles. We define a mero-
morphic section of Hom(π∗2χ, π
∗
1χ⊗ π∗1∆⊗ π∗2∆) on X ×X:
bχ(f, g)(p, q) = (f(p)g(q)− f(q)g(p))K(χ, p, q).
Assume that p is not a pole of either f or g and fix a local coordinate t centered at
p. Now if q tends to p we get:
f(p)(g(p) + g′(p)t+ . . .)− (f(p) + f ′(p)t+ . . .)g(p)→
(f(p)g′(p)− f ′(p)g(p))t+ . . .
Since the residue of K(χ, ·, ·) along the diagonal is 1 we get that:
bχ(f, g)(p, q)→ f(p)g′(p)− f ′(p)g(p).
Note that this is independent of the choice of the lifts of p and q, since when q˜ will
go to p˜, the factors of automorphy will cancel out in the limit.
Now observe that since K(χ, ·, ·) is holomorphic off the diagonal, we get that
bχ(f, g) = 0 if and only if f/g = const.. Indeed if we fix p that is neither a pole nor
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a zero for either f or g, we get that for every q in an open set in X we have the
equality:
f(p)
g(p)
=
f(q)
g(q)
.
Note that bχ is alternating and linear as a function of f and g. Hence we have that:
bχ(α1f + β1g, α2f + β2g) = (α1β2 − α2β1)bχ(f, g).
Given a set of points S = {p1, . . . , pm} ⊂ X , we define an effective reduced divisor
D =
∑m
j=1 pj . Recall that L(D) is the space of all meromorphic functions f on X
satisfying (f) + D ≥ 0. In other words that is to say that f has at most simple
poles on S and is holomorphic on X \ S. Furthermore, for every point pj we fix a
lift p˜j to X˜ and fix a local coordinate tj centered at pj and a corresponding local
holomorphic frame
√
dtj of ∆. Then we define for every point p ∈ X \ S two
sections of (χ⊗∆)⊕m:
u
×
D,ℓ(p) =
(
K(χ,p,p˜1)√
dt1(p˜1)
· · · K(χ,p,p˜m)√
dtm(p˜m)
)
and u×D(p) =
 K(χ, p˜1, p)/
√
dt1(p˜1)
...
K(χ, p˜m, p)/
√
dtm(p˜m)
 .
Note that changing the lift p˜j will result in the multiplication of u
×
D(p) and u
×
D,ℓ(p)
by the a diagonal matrix of the constant factors of automorphy. Changing the
coordinates will result in multiplication by a diagonal matrix of transition function
for ∆ at p.
Proposition 4.1. Set D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective reduced divisor and let f, g ∈
L(D). Then there exists a matrix Bχ,D(f, g) ∈Mm(C), such that for p 6= q:
(4.2) bχ(f, g)(p, q) = u
×
D,ℓ(p)Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(q) =
m∑
i,j=1
bij
K(χ, p, p˜i)K(χ, p˜j , q)√
dtj(p˜j)
√
dti(p˜i)
.
Whereas when p = q is not a pole of either f or g, we fix a coordinate t centered at p
and get the limit version:
(4.3) u×D,ℓ(p)Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p) = f(p)g
′(p)− f ′(p)g(p).
Here for every j, the tj are local coordinates centered at pj . The equality is to be
understood literally if neither p or q are poles of f or g and as a limit in case at least
one of them is a pole.
Proof. Let us fix a point q not in D. Let t be a local coordinate centered at q. The
map ρ : X → X ×X , defined by p 7→ (p, q), satisfies π1 ◦ ρ = 1X and π2 ◦ ρ(p) = q.
Hence ρ∗π∗1F = F and ρ∗π∗2F = Fq, for every sheaf F onX . Hence if we divide out
by 1/
√
dt(q), we’ll get that both sides of (4.2) are meromorphic sections of χ⊗∆.
Since this line bundle admits no holomorphic sections, except for 0, it suffices to
show that both sections have the same poles and identical principal parts at these
poles. Clearly the poles of the sections thus obtained are precisely the poles of f
and g on the left-hand side andD on the right hand side. If pi is not a pole of either
f or g, we’ll set bij = bji = 0, for every j. Therefore we may assume thatD consists
precisely of poles of either f or g.
Write the Laurent expansion of f and g, with respect to tj:
f(tj) =
aj
tj
+ bj + . . .
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g(tj) =
cj
tj
+ dj + . . .
Now we set:
bij =
{
(aicj − ajci) K(χ,p˜i,p˜j)√
dti(p˜i)
√
dtj(p˜j)
, i 6= j
aidi − bici, i = j
For a fixed i0, we have that the left hand side of (4.2) (multiplied by 1/
√
dt(q))
has a simple pole with residue (ai0g(q) − ci0f(q))K(χ, pi0 , q). The right hand side
has also a simple pole with residue
∑m
j=1 bi0jK(χ, pj, q). Both expressions can be
considered as maps from χ to ∆ or in other words, sections of χ∨ ⊗ ∆, the Serre
dual of χ⊗∆. By Riemann-Roch we get that h0(χ∨⊗∆) = 0, as well. Hence we can
apply similar considerations to those sections. We note that the poles are precisely
S and computing the residues we obtain the equality with bi0j defined above.
To get (4.3) we fix a lift p˜ of p and pass to the limit. Next we note that since
changing p˜ to T p˜ will result in cancellation, the equality is independent of the
choice of the lift. 
Remark 4.2. In particular note that due to cancellation of the constant factors of
automorphy appearing when we change the choice of p˜j , we get that the formula is
independent of the choice of those lifts.
This leads us to the following definition:
Definition 4.3. We define the Bezoutian of the functions f and g with respect to
the divisor D as the matrix Bχ,D(f, g).
One can see immediately from the proof that is D ≤ D′ are two effective re-
duced divisors on X and f, g ∈ L(D), then Bχ,D(f, g) is a submatrix of Bχ,D′
and furthermore Bχ,D′(f, g) is obtained by padding Bχ,D(f, g) with zeroes to the
required size.
There are a few choices made in the construction of the Bezoutian matrix.
Changing the lifts of the pj will result in the conjugation of Bχ,D(f, g) by diagonal
unitary matrices of the constant factors of automorphy of χ. Similarly changes in
coordinates result in conjugation by the respective matrices of transition functions.
The following corollary is immediate from the definition of the Bezoutian:
Corollary 4.4. Let D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective reduced divisor on X . Then the
Bezoutian defines a linear map
Bχ,D : ∧2 L(D)→Mm(C).
Proposition 4.5. If χ⊗χ ∼= O, i.e., ϕ(χ) is a half-period, thenBχ,D(f, g) is a complex
symmetric matrix.
Proof. If ϕ(χ) is a half-period and it is off the theta divisor, it must be an even
characteristic. Hence the resulting theta function is even. Since the prime form
is anti-symmetric, we get that K(χ, p, q) = −K(χ, q, p) in this case. Therefore
bχ(f, g)(p, q) = bχ(f, g)(q, p) and thus the resulting Bezoutian is symmetric. 
The following proposition shows that the pullbacks of u×D and u
×
D,ℓ to X˜ as vector
valued functions have certain duality and independence properties.
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Proposition 4.6. Let D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective and reduced divisor on X . Let
g ∈ L(D) of degree r and take an unramified fiber g−1(z) = {q1, . . . , qr}, for some
z ∈ C. For each j = 1, . . . , r, fix a lift q˜j ∈ X˜ . Then the vectors u×D(q˜j) are linearly
independent and the same is true for u×D,ℓ(q˜j).
SetW = Span{u×D(q˜1), . . . ,u×D(q˜r)} andWℓ = Span{u×D,ℓ(q˜1), . . . ,u×D,ℓ(q˜r)}. For
every f ∈ L(D) that does not vanish at q1, . . . , qr, the matrix Bχ,D(f, g) defines a
non-degenerate pairing between the subspaces W and Wℓ. For every v ∈ W and
vℓ ∈ Wℓ set [v, vℓ] = vℓBχ,D(f, g)v. Then the u×D(q˜j) and u×D,ℓ(q˜j) are dual with
respect to that pairing.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that z = 0, otherwise replace
g with g − z and note that both u×D and u×D,ℓ are independent of g. Take some
f ∈ L(D) such that f does not vanish on q1, . . . , qr. Then for every i 6= j we have
that:
u
×
D,ℓ(q˜i)Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(q˜j) = 0.
On the other hand we have that since those are simple zeroes of g, we get:
u
×
D,ℓ(q˜i)Bχ,Du
×
D(q˜i) = −f(qi)g′(qi) 6= 0.
Assume that there exist constants α1, . . . , αr ∈ C, such that the linear combination∑r
j=1 αju
×
D(q˜j) = 0. Then premultiplying by u
×
D(q˜i), we get that αi = 0. Conclude
that the vectors are linearly independent. Similarly for u×D,ℓ. 
Note that the result is independent of the choices in the construction of u×D and
u
×
D,ℓ, since the difference is multiplication by an invertible matrix.
Corollary 4.7. Let D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective reduced divisor on X and assume
thatD is precisely the divisor of poles of a meromorphic function g. Let z ∈ C, be such
that g is unramified over z and set g−1(z) = {q1, . . . , qm}. For every j = 1, . . . ,m, fix
a lift q˜j ∈ X˜. Then u×D(q˜j) and u×D,ℓ(q˜j) span Cm and are dual bases with respect to
Bχ,D(1, g).
Corollary 4.8. Let D be as in Corollary 4.7 and f, g ∈ L(D). Then if f and g have a
common zero at p, then Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) = 0. Independently of the choice of the lift
p˜.
Proof. Note that by choosing an appropriate constant c, the set S is the divisor of
poles of the function f + cg. By assumption, for every q ∈ X , we have that:
bχ(f, g)(p, q) = 0.
Therefore, by Proposition 4.1 we conclude that:
u
×
D,ℓ(q˜)Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) = 0.
Now by the assumption on D and Corollary 4.7 we conclude that there exist
q1, . . . , qm, such that u
×
D,ℓ(q˜j) are a basis forC
m dual to u×D(q˜j), henceBχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) =
0.
Note that if we replace p˜ by T p˜ for some T ∈ π1(X), then u×D(T p˜) = aχ(T )u×D(p)
and hence Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(T˜ p) = 0 as well. 
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Corollary 4.9. LetD be as in Corollary 4.7 and f, g ∈ L(D). Then for every p ∈ X\S,
we have that:
(g(p)Bχ,D(1, f)− f(p)Bχ,D(1, g) +Bχ,D(f, g))u×D(p˜) = 0.
This equality is independent of the choice of p˜.
Proof. Note that by the anti-symmetry of the Bezoutian we have that:
Bχ,D(f − f(p), g − g(p)) = g(p)Bχ,D(1, f)− f(p)Bχ,D(1, g) +Bχ,D(f, g).
Now just apply Corollary 4.8. 
5. REAL RIEMANN SURFACES AND DIVIDING FUNCTIONS
In this section we’ll keep the notations from the previous section and assume
that X is equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution τ . Set X(R) the set of
fixed points of τ . Recall that X is called dividing if X \ X(R) has two connected
components.
Definition 5.1. We say that a meromorphic function f is dividing, if f(p) ∈ P1(R)
if and only if p ∈ X(R).
. Note that if X admits such a function then clearly X is dividing and the two
components of X \ X(R) are given by X+ = {p ∈ X | Im f(p) > 0} and X− =
{p ∈ X | Im f(p) < 0}. The converse is also true, see [2] and [1, Sec. 4]. Let
us call the orientation induced on X(R) from X+, positive. If p ∈ X(R) and t is
a real coordinate centered at p then the Laurent expansion of f with respect to t
will have real coefficients. Furthermore, if we consider the function f ◦ t−1 as a
meromorphic function on a disc, then it takes points with positive (resp. negative)
imaginary parts to points with positive (resp. negative) imaginary parts as well.
The following proposition is in fact contained in [2] and [1], we will recall the
proof for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 5.2. Let f be a dividing function on X , then it has only simple poles and
zeroes and its residues at the poles, with respect to a real local coordinate with positive
orientation, are negative. Conversely, if X is dividing and f is a real meromorphic
function onX with simple real poles and negative residues with respect to positive real
local coordinate, then f is dividing.
Proof. Let p be a zero of f , then p ∈ X(R). Let t be a real local coordinate centered
at p. We note that if we have a zero of higher order that f(t) = atk + . . ., hence
if t is small enough it can not preserve the part of the disc with positive imaginary
part, unless k = 1. Since if f is dividing then so is −1/f , hence a similar conclusion
applies to poles.
In order to prove the second part of the claim we fix a real positively oriented
local coordinate t at a pole, then:
lim
t→− tf(t) = a.
Since the limit exists in particular the limit exists when we approach 0 along the
positive imaginary axis. Then the imaginary part of f(t) is also positive by assump-
tion and hence the real part of tf(t) is always negative, and hence so is the limit.
Conversely, assume that f is a real meromorphic function on X with simple real
poles and negative residues with respect to positive real local coordinate. Then
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Im(f) is a harmonic function on X+ and it vanishes at every point of the boundary,
except for the poles. The above limit argument shows that in fact for a positively
oriented coordinate the imaginary part of f is positive onX+ near the poles. There-
fore, from the minimum and maximum principle for harmonic functions it follows
that Im(f) > 0 on X+. 
Remark 5.3. Another way to see that the residues are negative is as follows. Let p
be a simple pole of f and t again a real positive local coordinate centered at p. Write
the Laurent expansion of f with respect to t: f(t) = a/t + b + . . .. We have that if
Im t > 0, then the sign of Im(a/t) is the opposite of the sign of a, so for t of very small
modulus we conclude that a has to be negative.
Let us assume from now on that X is dividing and X(R) has k components,
X0, . . . , Xk−1. We can pullback τ to an anti-holomorphic involution on X˜, we’ll
denote the pullback by τ as well. We recall the construction of a special sym-
metric basis for the homology of X from [43]. We take a point si on Xi and for
each i = 1, . . . , k − 1 we take a path Ci connecting s0 to si and containing no
other real points. Then we set Ag+1−k+i ∼ Xi and Bg+1−k+i ∼ ±(Ci − Cτi ).
Here ∼ stands for integral homology we choose the sign in Bg+1−k+i so that
〈Ag+1−k+i, Bg+1−k+i〉 = 1, where the pairing is the intersection pairing. Then
we complete this to a symmetric homology basis on X .
We fix a corresponding basis of holomorphic differentials ω1, . . . , ωg. Then, as in
[43], we have that τ∗ωj = ωj . Recall from [43, Ch. 3] that the Jacobian variety ofX
has several real sub-tori, associated each to a different choice of signs (v0, . . . , vg−r),
where r = g + 1− k, defined by:
Tv = {ζ ∈ J(X) | ζ = v1
2
er+1+ . . .+
vg−r
2
eg + a1(Ω1− e2
2
)+ a2(Ω2− e1
2
)+ . . .+
ar−1(Ωr−1 − er
2
) + ar(Ωr − er−1
2
) + ar+1Ωr+1 + . . .+ agΩg}.
Here the ej and Ωj are columns of the identity matrix and Ω, respectively.
Write e1, . . . , eg for the standard basis of Z
g. Let us fix χ ∈ Tv, then by our
assumption and [43, Eq, 3.12], we have that:
ϕ(χ) + ϕ(χτ ) = ϕ(χ) + ϕ(χ) = v1er+1 + . . .+ vg−reg.
Using this fact we obtain the following lemma about the behavior of K(χ, ·, ·).
Lemma 5.4. For every two distinct points p, q ∈ X , we have that:
K(χ, p, q) = −K(χ, qτ , pτ ).
Proof. Recall that we have the following identity for theta functions:
θ
[
a
b
]
(z) = e2πi〈z+b+
1
2
Ωa,a〉θ(z + b+Ωa).
Let us write:
G(z) =
θ
[
a
b
]
(z)
θ
[
a
b
]
(0)
= e2πi〈z,a〉
θ(z + b+Ωa)
θ(b +Ωa)
.
Then, by [43, Prop. 2.3], we have that, for real a and b, such that b+Ωa ∈ Tv:
G(z) = e−2πi〈z¯,a〉
θ(z¯ − b− Ωa+ v1er+1 + . . .+ vg−reg)
θ(−b− Ωa+ v1er+1 + . . .+ vg−reg) = G(−z¯).
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Now note that we have:
K(χ, p, q) =
G(ϕ(q) − ϕ(p))
E∆(q, p)
.
Hence, applying the above equality and [43, Eq. 2.12], we get:
K(χ, p, q) =
G(ϕ(pτ )− ϕ(qτ ))
E∆(q, p)
.
By the fact that the prime form is anti-symmetric, we get that to prove the result
we need only to show that:
E(p, q) = E(pτ , qτ ).
Now by [17, Eq. 19] we have that:
E(p, q) =
θ[ϕ(∆)](q − p)
h(p)h(q)
.
Here h is a holomorphic section of ∆, satisfying h2(p) =
∑g
j=1
∂θ[ϕ(∆)]
∂zj
(0)ωj(p).
By [17, Prop. 6.11] we have that there exists an open cover of X , trivializing ∆,
such that h is real and positively oriented, Now applying again [43, Prop. 2.3] we
get that: h2(p) = ch2(pτ ). Therefore we get the desired result. See also [17, Cor.
6.12]. 
The following fact was essentially proved in the proof of [4, Thm. 2.1], we recall
the proof to make the exposition more self-contained.
Corollary 5.5. Let D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective reduced divisor on X , such that pj ∈
X(R) for every j = 1, . . . ,m. Then if χ ∈ Tv, we have that: u×D(p)∗ = −Ju×D,ℓ(pτ ),
where J is a signature matrix that depends on v. In particular if v = 0, then J = I,
the identity matrix.
Proof. Note that u×D(p)
∗ =
(
K(χ,p˜1,p)√
dt1(p˜1
, . . . , K(χ,p˜m,p)√
dtm(p˜m
)
. Now applying Lemma 5.4
we get that:
K(χ, p˜j, p)√
dtj(p˜j)
== −K(χ, p
τ , p˜τj )√
dtj(p˜j
= −K(χ, p
τ , Tj p˜j)√
dtj(p˜j
= −aχ(Tj)K(χ, p
τ , p˜j)√
dtj(p˜j
.
Here Tj ∈ π1(X) that maps p˜j to p˜τj . Assume that pj ∈ Xs, where Xs is some
components of X(R). Then by the definition of the symmetric basis in H1(X,Z) we
have that if s = 0, then Tj ∼ 0 or Tj ∼ Bg+1−k+s if s = 1, . . . , k − 1. Since aχ is
a unitary character it factors through H1(X,Z). So either aχ(Tj) = 1, if s = 0 or
aχ(Tj) = e
2πibg+k−1+s . Now by [43, Eq. 3.9] we have that bg+1−k+s = vs/2 and we
are done. 
Proposition 5.6. Assume that χ ∈ Tv and let D =
∑m
j=1 pj be an effective reduced
divisor with all pj ∈ X(R). Let f, g ∈ L(D) be real. Then under our assumptions,
Bχ,D(f, g) is J -Hermitian, where J is a signature matrix that depends on v obtained
above.
Proof. Fix two distinct points p, q ∈ X(R) not on D, then by Proposition 5.4 we
have that:
bχ(f, g)(p, q) = bχ(f, g)(q, p).
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Now applying Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 5.4, we get that:
m∑
i,j=1
bij
K(χ, p, p˜i)K(χ, p˜j, q)√
dti(p˜i)
√
dtj(p˜j)
=
m∑
i,j=1
bijaχ(Ti)aχ(Tj)
K(χ, p˜i, p)K(χ, q, p˜j)√
dti(p˜i)
√
dtj(p˜j)
.
Hence comparing coefficients we get that, bij = aχ(Ti)aχ(Tj)bji. Conclude that:
Bχ,D(f, g) = JBχ,D(f, g)
∗J.

Assume that χ ∈ T0 and let D be a divisor as in Proposition 5.6 above. Let us
assume that we have two functions f, g ∈ L(D) are real and f/g is dividing. Let
(f)∞ and (g)∞ be the divisors of poles of f and g, respectively. Let us assume that
D = (f)∞ ∨ (g)∞ the supremum of divisors of f and g. We can replace both f
and g by real linear combinations so that D = (f)∞ = (g)∞. If we have a matrix(
a b
c d
) ∈ SL2(R), then h = af+bgcf+dg = a+b(f/g)c+d(f/g) . Hence for every p ∈ X not a zero of g
if h(p) ∈ R, then (f/g)(p) in R and hence p ∈ X(R), so h is dividing as well.
The poles of f/g are thus at real zeroes of g. Now if p is a complex zero of g then
f also has a zero at p and thus Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) = 0 by Corollary 4.8. If p is a real
zero of g, then either it is also a zero of f or it is a pole of f/g. In the first case we
apply Corollary 4.8 again to get that Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) = 0 as well. In the second
case we fix a real positive coordinate t centered at p and applying Proposition 4.1
we get:
u
×
D,ℓ(p˜)Bχ,D(f, g)u
×
D(p˜) = f(p)g
′(p).
Note that in this case the zero of g has to be simple, since every pole of f/g is
simple. Using Corollary 5.5 and the fact that χ ∈ T0 we conclude that:
〈Bχ,D(f, g)u×D(p˜),u×D(p˜)〉 = −f(p)g′(p).
Note that the residue of f/g at p is f(p)/g′(p) < 0 and deduce that −f(p)g′(p) > 0.
This leads us to the following proposition.
Proposition 5.7. Assume that χ ∈ T0 and let D be a divisor as in Proposition 5.6
above and assume that f, g ∈ L(D) are real and that f/g is dividing. If Bχ,D(f, g) is
invertible then Bχ,D(f, g) ≥ 0.
Proof. We first reduce to the case that D = (f)∞ = (g)∞. We know that D ≥
(f)∞∨ (g)∞ and for every point pj that is neither a pole of f nor g, the j-th column
and row of Bχ,D(f, g) are zero and this contradicts our assumption.
So as in the preceding discussion we can assume that (f)∞ = (g)∞ = D. Since
Bχ,D(f, g) is invertible, we get that all the zeroes of g are simple and distinct from
the zeroes of f . Let q1, . . . , qm be the zeroes of g and fix a lift q˜j ∈ X˜ . By Corollary
4.7 we know that u×D(q˜j) are linearly independent and by the discussion above they
are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form defined byBχ,D(f, g). Furthermore
the discussion above combined with [22, Prop. 2.2.3] gives us that Bχ,D(f, g) is
positive definite. 
Remark 5.8. In fact the assumption of Bχ,D(f, g) being invertible can be relaxed,
if we assume that g has simple zeroes and (f/g) is dividing, it will still follow that
Bχ,D(f, g) ≥ 0. Indeed the assumptions imply that we are allowing f and g to have
common zeroes. The vectors u×D(q˜j) are still linearly independent, however some them
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may be isotropic vectors of Bχ,D(f, g). Looking at those vectors that are not isotropic,
we can still deduce that Bχ,D(f, g) ≥ 0.
6. LIVSIC-TYPE DETERMINANTAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CURVES
We shall first fix some notations to be used constantly from now on. Let C →֒ Pd
be a projective curve of degree n not contained in any hypersurface. Let X be
the normalizing Riemann surface of C. Let ι : X → Pd be the composition of the
normalization map with the embedding of C. Let us assume that C intersects
the hyperplane at infinity at n distinct non-singular points. Otherwise we apply a
linear transformation to achieve it. Let L = ι∗O(1) be a line bundle on X . Then
we have global sections µ0, . . . , µd ∈ H0(X,L), such that ι(p) = (µ0(p) : · · · :
µd(p)). We denote λj = µj/µ0, for j = 1, . . . , d and set λ0 = 1. Again applying a
linear transformation if necessary we may assume that µ1 and µ0, have no common
zeroes.
Fix a flat unitary line bundle χ onX and a line bundle of half-order differentials,
∆. We define a tensor γ ∈ ∧2Cd+1⊗Mn(C) by setting γij = Bχ,D(λi, λj), whereD
is the divisor of zeroes of µ0. Note that by assumption the zeroes of µ0 are simple
and hence for every j = 0, . . . , d we have that λjL(D). Furthermore the divisor
D is the divisor of poles of λ1. In particular if e0, . . . , ed are the standard basis of
Cd+1, then γ =
∑
0≤i<j≤d γij ⊗ ei ∧ ej .
Let V ⊂ Pd be a linear subspace of dimension d− 2. Writing out γ(V ), we get:
γ(V ) =
∑
0≤i<j≤d
(ai0aj1 − aj0ai1)γij .
By the properties of the Bezoutian, we get that:
γ(V ) =
∑
0≤i<j≤d
B(ai0λi + aj0λj , ai1λi + aj1λj).
Now rearranging the terms and using the linearity and the fact that B(f, f) = 0,
for every meromorphic function f , one gets that:
γ(V ) = B(
d∑
i=0
ai0λi,
d∑
j=0
aj1λj).
So we get the following:
Lemma 6.1. Let C, X and V as above, then there exist linear combinations of the λj ,
namely κ0 =
∑d
i=0 ai0λi and κ1 =
∑d
j=0 aj1λj , such that:
γ(V ) = B(κ0, κ1).
The main result of this section is the following theorem:
Theorem 6.2. The curve C admits a very reasonable Livsic-type determinantal repre-
sentation γ.
Proof. By Corollary 4.9 we have that for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d and every affine point
of C we have that:
(λi(p)γ0j − λj(p)γ0i + γij)u×D(p) = 0.
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Let us write for 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ d, Lijk = λkγij − λjγik + λiγjk. Then one notes
that for every 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ d, we have that:
Lijk = λkL0ij − λjL0ik + λiL0jk.
Hence for every p ∈ X not a pole of the λj we have that ι(p) ∈ D(γ). Hence
C ⊂ D(γ), since C is the Zariski closure of its affine part and D(γ) is closed.
Now by Corollary 4.7 we have that for a generic hypersurface of the form µ1 = z,
intersecting C in n-distinct affine points, q1, . . . , qn, the vectors u
×
D(qj) are a basis
for Cn. Hence we have that generically the kernel of γ is one-dimensional. Now
deg γ ≤ n on the other hand since C ⊂ D(γ) we have that deg γ ≥ n, conclude that
deg γ = n and therefore, γ is very reasonable. Furthermore this implies that D(γ)
is of pure dimension 1 and of degree n. Conclude that D(γ) = C as sets. 
Remark 6.3. Note that if pull back K, the kernel sheaf of the determinantal represen-
tation, to the normalization and mod out torsion we will get χ⊗∆ (up to a twist).
We will finish this section with some examples of the construction in the case of
genus 0 curves.
Example 6.4. Using the methods of [32, Ch. 9] we get that the following matrices
are a realization of the twisted cubic curve:
γ01 =
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , γ02 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , γ03 =
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 ,
γ12 =
0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 , γ13 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , γ23 =
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
 .
Example 6.5. Similarly one obtain for a cuspidal plane monomial quintic the Livsic-
type determinantal representation:
γ01 =

0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 , γ02 =

0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 , γ03 =

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
 ,
γ12 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0
 , γ13 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 −1 0
 , γ23 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
 .
However the scheme has an embedded point at the singularity. The affine primary
decomposition is given by:
I = (y2 − xz, x2y − z2, x3 − yz) ∩ (z, y3, xy2, x3y, x4).
The last ideal is (x, y, z)-primary and hence (x, y, z) is an embedded prime.
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Example 6.6. The following is an example of a smooth, but not projectively normal
rational curve in P3 obtained via the map (1, t, t2, t3).
γ01 =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , γ02 =

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , γ03 =

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 ,
γ12 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , γ13 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
 , γ23 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
 .
7. HYPERBOLIC CURVES IN Pd
From now let us assume that C is a real curve, then the involution on Pd obtained
from complex conjugation of coordinates, induces an anti-holomorphic involution
on X . Note that dimH0(X,L) ≥ d + 1, in particular if W ⊂ H0(X,L) is the
subspace spanned by the real sections µ0, . . . , µd, then in fact ι is a map from X to
PW ∗. We identify PW ∗ with PW , by setting the basis µ0, . . . , µd to be orthonormal.
Furthermore a section ν ∈ W is real if and only if it is a linear combination of
the µj with real coefficients. Let us assume that there exists a real linear subspace
V ⊂ PW of dimension d− 2, such that C is hyperbolic with respect to V , then we
have that:
Lemma 7.1. There exist real ν0, ν1 ∈ H0(X˜,L), such that the meromorphic function
λ, on X , defined by λ = ν1/ν0 is dividing. In particular X is dividing.
Proof. Consider V ⊂ H0(X,L) and assume at first that V is spanned by µ2, . . . , µd.
Then every real hypersurface containing V is spanned by sµ0 + tµ1 and V , where
s, t ∈ R not both zero. Set λ = µ1/µ0. Clearly if p ∈ X(R), then λ(p) is real. On
the other hand if λ(p) is real then either λ(p) = α ∈ R or λ(p) = ∞, then take
the hyperplane H spanned by µ0 + αµ1 and V in the first case and mu1 and V
in the second case. Observe that by hyperbolicity H ∩ C ⊂ C(R). Now ι(p) =
(µ0(p), . . . , µd(p)), in particular ι(p) ∈ H ∩ C and hence is real and therefore p ∈
X(R).
Now if V is spanned by real sections ν2, . . . , νd. We can complete this set to
a a real basis of H0(X,L), by adding two more sections ν′0 and ν′1. Now since
hyperbolicity is invariant under real coordinate changes, we see that we get the
required ν0 and ν1 by pulling back µ0 and µ1. 
This discussion leads us to the main result of this section.
Theorem 7.2. The curve C admits very reasonable Hermitian Livsic type determinan-
tal representations γ, parametrized by flat unitary line bundles in T0, a real subtorus
of the Jacobian variety of the desingularizing Riemann surface of C, such that for ev-
ery real d−2-dimensional linear subspace U ⊂ Pd, we have that γ(U) is definite if and
only if C is hyperbolic with respect to U . In particular if the line bundle is two-torsion,
then the resulting determinantal representation is real symmetric.
Proof. Fix χ a flat unitary line bundle on T0, by [43, Cor. 4.3] h
0(χ ⊗ ∆) = 0.
Then by Proposition 5.6, we have that each γij is Hermitian, since the λj are real
functions with real poles.
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It suffices to prove that if C is hyperbolic with respect to U then γ(U) is definite,
since the converse has already been proved. However, we note that by Lemma
6.1 we have that for every such U there exist two functions κ0 and κ1, such that
by Lemma 7.1 λ = κ1/κ0 is dividing. Since γ is very reasonable we note that
U ∩ C = ∅ implies that γ(U) is invertible. Now we note that γ(U) = Bχ,D(κ0, κ1)
and hence we can apply Proposition 5.7 to get the result. To get a real symmetric
representation apply Propostion 4.5. 
If C admits a very reasonable Hermitian Livsic type determinantal representa-
tion γ, then so does the hypersurface, Y , corresponding to it via the incidence
correspondence. Now we can lift the determinantal representation to some hyper-
surface, Y ′(γ) ⊂ PN . If C is hyperbolic with respect to some real d− 2-dimensional
linear subspace V ⊂ Pd, then by the above theorem γ(V ) is definite; we conclude
that Y ′(γ) is hyperbolic with respect to V . On the other hand if Y ′(γ) is hyperbolic
with respect to V then so is Y , and thus by Proposition 3.5 C is hyperbolic with
respect to V ; applying the theorem again we see that γ(V ) is definite. Therefore
we obtain:
Corollary 7.3. Set H(Y ) = {V ∈ G(d− 2, d) | Y is hyperbolic w.r.t. V }. and simi-
larly H(Y ′) = {U ∈ PN | Y ′ is hyperbolic w.r.t. U}, then:
H(Y ) = G(d− 2, d) ∩H(Y ′).
In particular the cone overH(Y ) is a disjoint union of two extendably convex connected
components in the sense of Buseman.
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